
Welcome to Year 6
VISION: 

To be a safe and caring community who  learn and grow together, to 
make a difference for us and our world.



COMMUNICATION

● Visit KPS website - Updated regularly. 
● KPS Newsletter / Office Update. 
● Diary checked every day. 
● Phone.
● Email. (Replies will be in business hours. Please allow 2 days for a reply. If 

urgent please ring the office). 
● Make an appointment.

After school meetings are Tue / Wed (Thurs for some)

Please don’t hesitate to get in contact with us - Particularly if you have a question or 
a concern. That way we can do something about it. 



HOME LEARNING
The Department of Education states that home learning: 

-Should include daily independent reading;
-May extend class work, projects and assignments, essays and research.

In Year 6, home learning is comprised of:
- Daily independent reading
- Practice associated with students’ current learning goals
- Investigations related to current class inquiry and personal interests
- Tasks that were not completed within reasonable time-frames in the classroom

Much of our Year 6 classroom program is posted within the Google Classroom stream. 
You may wish to access this with your child to enable learning conversations.



CAMPING / EXCURSION PROGRAM

The Grade 5 and 6 student will still be attending camp 
together.

YMCA Anglesea

Dates:
Term 3, Week 1

Wednesday 19th - Friday 21st July 2017.

Excursions will be planned on a term by term basis and will 
be connected to current units of inquiry.



BIG AIMS

To develop student independence and promote ownership 
of individual learning progress (Learning Goals). 

To ensure Learning GROWTH for every individual. 

To create a safe and caring learning environment where 
students are motivated to achieve their goals. 
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TIMETABLES - 6R
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Within year 6, we have begun to explore the themes of the Kensington Kick-off program. We 
see these themes as ones which will be explored across all of 2017.

KENSINGTON KICK OFF

Great Expectations
(Vision, Respect, Responsibility, Rules)

 Hear Me Roar (Pride)
(Gems, Personal and shared Pride, Positive Self-Talk, Confidence)

Being Healthy
(Brain Breaks, Nutrition, Sleep, Water, Physical Activity)

Being Happy
(Friendliness, Mindfulness, Positive Thinking, Compassion)

Being Engaged
(Creativity, Collaboration, Goal setting, Persistence, Grit)

Being Inclusive
(Individuality, Family, Diversity, Difference, Compliments)

Student Voice
(Class Circles, Disagreeing Respectfully, Sharing our thinking)

Self-Awareness
(Emotional Regulation, Emotion Awareness, Strengths)

Growth Mindset
(How we Learn, Fixed Vs Growth Mindset, Personal Goals)

Social / Relationship Skills
(Kindness, Conflict Resolution, Cooperation)



CURRICULUM
Planning based on Victorian Curriculum and Student Learning Data. 
5 hours of reading, writing and maths instruction each week. 
4 specialist classes per week. Art, Music, PE, Indonesian / STEM

Reading - At level 6, students are beginning to use a combination of comprehension strategies to interpret 
and analyse increasingly complex texts. They are exploring similarities and differences between texts by 
different authors and between those which have related themes, topics, plots. There is an emphasis on 
identifying and discussing author techniques and the effect that these have on the reader. 

Writing - At level 6 students notice how authors choose specific words, sentence structures and punctuation 
to create particular effects and transfer these noticings into their own writing.
They use a range of spelling strategies to help themselves spell more complex words. 
Students are guided to consider how handwriting style may vary depending on the audience for their writing 
(self or others).

Eg Spelling, handwriting, text structures, punctuation, grammar, vocabulary, purpose. 

Maths- Place value, Measurement, 

Inquiry - Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate



CURRICULUM

Maths: At Level 6, students apply and extend their 
understanding of place value to decimal fractions and 
negative numbers make critical choices about which 
operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division) are most useful in solving particular 
problems. They make connections between areas of 
maths (e.g. how measurement and decimals are 
related) 

Inquiry - Students are scaffolded to follow the inquiry 
process: 
Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate



GOAL SETTING in Year 6

Goals are set from assessment data, 
such as information from a test or 
student work in a workbook. 

Students will be supported to take 
ownership of knowing their goal, and 
will develop skills in providing 
evidence of goal achievement. 



GOAL SETTING in Year 6

Students identified their first incorrect answer in the pre-test



GOAL SETTING in Year 6

The student’s goals are recorded both in their books 

and electronically on our class Google Platform.



LEARNING CONFERENCES
Every child will have Learning Conferences with their teacher. 

During a Learning Conference:

- Talk about Learning Goals
- Look at evidence
- Set new Learning Goals
- Explicit Teaching of skill or concept. 

Learning Conferences are sometimes 1 on 1, sometimes Roving and sometimes 
in small groups. 



Conference Example
UPDATE THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOUR YEAR LEVEL. 

T: Hi Sally, can you tell me about your writing goal?

S: Sure, I am working on adding descriptive words to my texts to capture the reader's’ interest. 

T: Ok, and how have you been working on that goal?

S: Well, I decided to go back through some of the texts I wrote last year that I really liked, and to see if I could improve them by 
adding interesting and descriptive words. It was actually really good. 

T: So can you show me some evidence of that work? 

S: I sure can. I highlighted all the words I added and I have also started a personal dictionary where I am adding interesting 
words as I learn them.

T: Well done. This is a great piece of evidence. So, I think we can say that you have achieved that goal! Great job. So, what 
next? What’s your next challenge in writing? 

etc….



ASSESSMENT

Common assessment tasks and pre assessments will be given before each 
unit of work to determine each student’s readiness to learn and the teaching 
strategies required for them to progress.

Students results will be shared with the students during conferences and goal 
setting sessions. 

Reading - Fountas and Pinnell (1:1 Reading conference based assessment)

Writing - Regular conferencing and Single Word Spelling Test 

Maths - Curriculum aligned and PAT maths



BOUNCE BACK



Q and A



THANKS

Thanks for coming and for 
your support as a partner in 
your child’s learning journey. 


